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Abstract: Describing the development and design of an innovative program delivered to members of a large health plan in Massachusetts for enhancing resiliency in individuals undergoing active medical treatment for several medical conditions including cancer.

The Nimick Conference Room is located on the first floor of the Hillman Cancer Center, Research Side, 5117 Centre Avenue, Shadyside. After entering the building walk to the right to Security for your Visitor Pass. At the stairs go to the First Floor, top of the stairs straight ahead is the Nimick Conference Room. Elevators, go to the First Floor. Exiting, go left straight ahead to the Nimick Conference Room. Parking is available in the garage at the UPMC Cancer Pavilion across the street from the Hillman Cancer Center (~$6 cash/credit for 1-2 hours). There are also parking meters along Centre Avenue, Cypress Street and Baum Boulevard in the blocks surrounding the Cancer Center. The 71A & 71C both travel from Oakland and stop at Cypress Street just beyond the Cancer Center entrance. UPMC shuttles also run between Oakland and Shadyside [http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/foresee/docs/Shuttle%2520Bus%2520Service%2520Schedule%2520July%252012%2520Nursing.pdf].